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Complicity of status crime is one of the difficult questions in judicial practice. 
It is also one of the most controversial issues in the theory of criminal law. The 
assertation analyzes the concept of status and status crime, related issues and 
legislation thereof in foreign countries as well as in China, and then it puts forward 
the suggestion on resolution, namely, supplementing and correcting general rules 
of criminal law. 
Besides preface and conclusion, the article consists of three chapters. 
Chapter 1 is about meaning and classification of “status”, and concept and 
constitution of status crime. “Status” in criminal law is the specific qualifications 
and personal elements possessed by the conductor, which affecting the convicting 
crime and measuring of penalty. It can be classified into natural status and legal 
status, status as aggravated circumstance and status as mitigated circumstance. 
Then the author figures out that status crime, which includes standard status crime 
and non-standard status crime, is the crime committed by the conductors utilizing 
the statutory personal elements. The chapter concludes that status crime has its 
distinctive constitutions.  
Chapter 2 analyses the constitution of complicity of status crime, 
the categories and classification of it and other relevant issues. The 
author believes that under criminal law of our country, accomplices 
who don’t commit complicity activities can be viewed as principals, 
which means accomplices get away from the complicity sometimes. The 
author also holds that we should examine the sentencing and 
responsibility of accomplice based on the classification of 
accomplices in our country. Accordingly, the author advocates that 














principle of idealkonkurreaz. Furthermore, this chapter discusses the 
aggravated circumstances and suspending forms of complicity of status 
crime by analyzing crimes of gang-rape activities.  
Chapter 3 points out the deficiencies of relevant legislations and 
reasons for controversy by mainly discussing legislations on status 
and complicity of status crime in foreign countries as well as in China. 
In conclusion, the author believes that corresponding resolutions are 
supplementing and correcting general principles of criminal law. 
What’s more, the author provides some suggestions on these issues. 
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第一节  刑法上的身份 
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第一章   身份和身份犯  5
份。这两种身份是指因为行为人具有特殊的身份要求，可能成为对其加重或
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